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THE HISTORY OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN PUBLIC EDUCATION:
WHERE HAVE WE BEEN AND HOW DID WE GET HERE?
Where Have We Been?
From the very beginning of our Republic, a well-educated citizenry was thought to be essential to
protect liberty and the general welfare of the people. Even before the Constitution was established,
the Land Ordinance of 1785 and the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 included responsibilities of the
nation for an education system. Education has long been considered a national concern by the
federal government. Through federal action, education has been encouraged and financially
supported from the first Northwest Ordinance in 1785 to the present. Article 1, Section 8 of the
Constitution granted Congress the power to lay and collect taxes to provide for the general welfare
of the United States. It is under this “general welfare” clause that the federal government has
assumed the power to initiate educational activity in its own right and to participate jointly with
states, agencies and individuals in educational activities.
During the first century of our new nation, Congress granted more than 77 million acres of the
public domain as an endowment for the support of public schools through tracts ceded to the states.
In 1841, Congress passed an act that granted 500,000 acres to eight states and later increased land
grants to a total of 19 states. The federal government also granted money, such as distributions of
surplus federal revenue and reimbursements for war expenses, to states. Though Congress rarely
prescribed that such funds be used only for schools, education continued to be one of the largest
expenses of state and local governments so the states used federal funds whenever possible for
education.
Two of our constitutional amendments played an important role in public education. In 1791, the
10th Amendment stated, “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” Public
education was not mentioned as one of those federal powers, and so historically has been delegated
to the local and state governments.
In 1868, the 14th Amendment guaranteed rights to all citizens by stating, “all persons born or
naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens in the United
States and of the state wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the law.”
Included below is a brief historical overview of federal involvement in public education.
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HISTORY OF THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN PUBLIC EDUCATION: TIMELINE

Event
Land Ordinance & Northwest
Ordinance

Date
1785/1787

Land Grants

1841/1848

Early philosophy – first six
presidents

Explanation
Requirement of a system of public education to be
established in each township formed under a specified
formula. Regulated monies raised via taxes and selling or
renting land.
Congress granted 77+ million acres of land in the public
domain as endowments for support of schools. Federal
government also granted surplus money to states for
public education.
Discussion of a national university and urging of federal
involvement in public education. Seen as critical to
preparation for citizenship in a republican form of
government.
Donated public lands to states to be used for the
endowment to support and maintain at least one college
with specific purpose of teaching branches of agriculture,
mechanic arts and industrial education.

First Morrill Act otherwise
known as the Land Grant Act

1862

The original Department
(Office) of Education
established

1867

Began to collect data – information on schools and
teaching that would help states establish effective school
systems.

Second Morrill Act

1890

Gave the Office of Education responsibility for
administering support for the original system of landgrant colleges.

Smith-Hughes Act

1917

Promoted vocational schools

Lanham Act

1941

Eased the burden on communities affected by presence of
military and federal installations: payments to school
districts.

Impact Aid laws

1950

GI Bill

1944

Provided post secondary education assistance to GIs
returning from World War II

George-Barden Act

1946

Provided funding for agricultural, industrial and home
economics training for high school students

National Defense Education
Act

1958

Elementary and Secondary
Education Act

1965

In response to Soviet Sputnik. NDEA included support for
loans to college students in science, mathematics and
foreign languages.
Established comprehensive set of programs including Title
I of federal aid to disadvantaged.

Title IX

1972

Prohibited discrimination in education based on gender.

Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act

1973

Prohibited discrimination based on disability.
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Department of Education
cabinet level agency
Educational Testing Service
(ETS) and NAEP

1980

Nation at Risk

1983

Report indicating that the USA was falling behind in
education achievement.

President G.H. Bush

19891992

“Indian Education Bill of Rights”
K-12 Drug awareness model
Advisory committee on Hispanic education
America 2000 education reform program
Work began on national standards

President W. Clinton

19931999

Academics 2000 offered grant to states / local school
districts for innovation. Teach for America.

President G.W. Bush

20012008
2009 -

Reauthorization of ESEA –No Child Left Behind.

President Barack Obama

1983

Recognized the important role of public education in our
country.
Federal government transferred responsibility for
administering the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) to ETS: the nation‟s report card.

President Obama‟s Blueprint for Reform –
Reauthorization of ESEA.
Race to the Top: Grants awarded to states with
innovative ideas that accepted the Common Core
Standards.

Produced by the LWVUS The Education Study: The Role of the Federal Government in Public
Education
© 2011 by the League of Women Voters of the United States
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COMMON CORE STANDARDS AND ASSESSMENTS
By Janelle L. Rivers, PhD

Introduction
The need for reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) has fostered
interest in questions like these:
• What are the current sources of information about academic standards and student achievement
in the United States?
• What attempts have been made to create common standards?
• What is the Common Core State Standards Initiative?
• What are the arguments for and against adopting common educational standards for grades K12?
• How do content and rigor of state standards compare with the Common Core?
• Would rigorous standards improve achievement?
• How will the Common Core be assessed?
• How would scores from Common-Core assessments be used?
• What is the role of the federal government with respect to accountability?

In order to provide background information for the consensus process that has been undertaken
by the League of Women Voters, this paper summarizes efforts to improve consistency in
academic expectations, assessment procedures, achievement standards, evaluation practices
and accountability systems across the nation.
What are the current sources of information about academic standards and student
achievement in the United States?
Students who move from one part of the United States to another during their K-12 school
careers are likely to encounter substantial variations in curriculum. Standards for student
performance vary widely by state. States publish annual reports of Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP), which are required by federal law, but the meaning of “proficient” in those reports can
vary widely from one state to another (Cronin, Dahlin, Adkins, & Kingsbury, 2007). The roots
of current state-to-state inconsistencies lie in the fact that public education in the United States
has traditionally been a local responsibility. The tradition of local governance has led to
inconsistent requirements and standards for student performance across the country.
Textbook publishers have created something of a de facto national curriculum, based on
market needs. Consequently, many textbooks from major publishers have reflected the
curricular choices that were made by educational groups in the largest states. Some publishers
do create textbooks and other curricula for smaller markets. Large testing companies market a
variety of norm-referenced standardized tests designed to compare performance of students
across the country, but these tests are generally designed to rank students, rather than to
determine how well students have mastered curricular objectives as criterion-referenced tests
5

would do. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) publishes results that are
technically adequate for state-to-state comparisons, but that assessment is not designed to
produce individual student scores. NAEP requires a large sample of students to produce results
for the local level; however, most school systems are too small to qualify for testing that would
produce local NAEP results. Therefore, in 2010, the United States does not have a consistent
set of academic standards for grades K-12. In fact, even high school graduation requirements
vary widely across the 50 states (Achieve, 2010).
Furthermore, recent international comparisons of students in 60 countries and five other
educational systems (Kerachsky, 2010) have shown that American 15-year-old students
perform approximately at the average level in reading and science and lower than average in
mathematics. Noted critics such as the late Gerald Bracey (2008) have cautioned against overly
simplistic interpretation of these results, charging that the real underlying problem is that there
is more poverty in the United States than in most of the countries in the international
comparison.
As usual in these comparisons, Americans in low-poverty schools look very good, even
in mathematics. They would be ranked third in the 4th grade (among 36 nations) and
6th in the 8th grade (among 47 nations). This is important because while other
developed nations have poor children, the U. S. has a much higher proportion and a
much weaker safety net. When UNICEF studied poverty in 22 wealthy nations, the U.S.
ranked 21st. (Bracey, 2008)
The blueprint for reauthorization of the ESEA (U.S. Department of Education, 2010)
references the decline in American education by tracking the decline among college graduates:
Today, more than ever, a world-class education is a prerequisite for success. America
was once the best educated nation in the world. A generation ago, we led all nations in
college completion, but today, 10 countries have passed us. It is not that their students
are smarter than ours. It is that these countries are being smarter about how to educate
their students. And the countries that out-educate us today will out-compete us
tomorrow. (p.1)
If state standards vary widely, then opportunities for learning, expectations for achievement
and standards for performance will depend upon where students happen to live. Educational
expectations of employers have increased steadily over the past half-century, and students who
live in areas that continue to hold low expectations may not be prepared to compete in a global
economy. In addition, if state standards vary widely, then states must develop, publish,
administer, score and report on their own tests. Consequently, those states cannot hope to save
money by pooling resources for efficiency.
What attempts have been made to create common standards?
An Issue Brief from the Alliance for Excellent Education (Rothman, 2009) summarized the
efforts of various groups to create common standards across the United States. Early efforts to
foster development of national standards and a related system of assessments in the core subject
areas began in 1992 through awarding of grants to a dozen national organizations. Now, the
implementation of the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) has created a 50states-and-50-tests environment in public education. Neither of these efforts brought about
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the hoped-for consensus to bring equity, efficiency and higher expectations to K-12 education
in the United States.
Instead, each state has been allowed to develop its own tests and standards, which were
approved by the U.S. Department of Education. The consequence in 2010 is that there is wide
variation in rigor and content of both curriculum and assessments for accountability across the
50 states. This has led to wide state-to-state discrepancies in the level of achievement that is
called “proficient” for reporting Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) for NCLB (Cronin, et al.,
2007). These discrepancies are very evident when NAEP results are compared with state
results. Similarly, at the end of high school, data from college admissions tests (ACT, 2010)
reveal variations among states in expectations and performance resulting in a state-to-state
range in the percent of students who met college readiness standards that varied from 10
percent to 37 percent in the 2009 data.
What is the Common Core State Standards Initiative?
In an effort to bring more alignment, rigor, and consistency to student „proficiency‟ and to
foster improvement in college-and-career readiness across the nation, the National Governor‟s
Association (NGA), Common Core Standards Initiative 2010 and the Council of Chief State
School Officers (CCSSO) initiated the Common Core Standards Initiative (CCSI). It is
important to note that this was a collaborative effort among groups with state representation;
this was not a federal government initiative.
The developers (CCSI, 2010) collaborated with teachers, school administrators and experts,
and then took into account over 10,000 public comments in order to develop standards that
would provide a clear and consistent framework to prepare students for college and the
workforce.
Forty-eight states and three U.S. territories supported the initiative, as did many organizations;
however, Alaska and Texas did not participate (NGA, 2009). The final report was issued on
June 2, 2010 (NGA, 2010).
The current standards in English Language Arts (ELA) and mathematics are posted on the
Common Core Standards Initiative‟s website. Anchor standards for College and Career
Readiness (CCR) in reading, writing, speaking, listening, language and mathematics were
developed first. The K-12 Standards provide grade-specific targets that lead toward attainment
of the CCR standards in each subject area. The current Standards include literacy standards for
science, social studies and technical subjects for grades 6-12. Consensus for content standards
in science and social studies had not been developed as of winter 2010 (CCSI, 2010).
What are the arguments for and against adopting common educational standards for
grades K-12?
To answer the frequently asked question of why we need nation-wide standards for grades K12, the Common Core Standards Initiative (CCSI, 2010) asserts:
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We need standards to ensure that all students, no matter where they live, are prepared
for success in postsecondary education and the workforce. Common standards will help
ensure that students are receiving a high quality education consistently, from school to
school and state to state. Common standards will provide a greater opportunity to
share experiences and best practices within and across states that will improve our
ability to best serve the needs of students.
Standards do not tell teachers how to teach, but they do help teachers figure out the
knowledge and skills their students should have so that teachers can build the best
lessons and environments for their classrooms. Standards also help students and
parents by setting clear and realistic goals for success. Standards are a first step – a
key building block – in providing our young people with a high-quality education that
will prepare them for success in college and work. Of course, standards are not the
only thing that is needed for our children’s success, but they provide an accessible
roadmap for our teachers, parents, and students.
Early childhood experts (Gerwertz, 2010), focused on development of children from
kindergarten through third grade, have varied in their degree of support for the standards. Some
saw value in having a common set of expectations, while others worried that the standards may
be too narrow or that important standards could be misused.
The U.S. Department of Education has not required adoption of the standards as a condition of
eligibility for federal funds. Recurring federal funds have been distributed to states according
to previously established criteria, without regard to whether states adopted the Common Core.
However, states that chose to apply for the competitive grant funds associated with the Barack
Obama administration‟s Race to the Top (RTTT) program were required to adopt the Common
Core (U. S. Department of Education (USDE, 2009). The Obama administration‟s blueprint for
reauthorization of the ESEA has indicated that in various grant competitions priority will be
given to applications from states that have adopted the Common Core (U.S. Department of
Education, 2010a).
The strongest arguments against adopting the Common Core Standards for K-12 seem to center
on two issues: (1) the cost and difficulty of changing the existing curriculum and assessments
and (2) the sovereignty of states in issues related to education. These arguments were
articulated in a letter from Texas Governor Rick Perry to U.S. Department of Education
Secretary Arne Duncan. The letter objected to the U.S. Department of Education‟s requirement
that states must have adopted the K-12 Common Core Standards as a condition for receiving
RTTT competitive grant funding. Governor Perry (Perry, 2010) said:

I will not commit Texas taxpayers to unfunded federal obligations or to the adoption of
unproven, cost-prohibitive national curriculum standards and tests. RTTT would
amount to as little as $75 per student in one-time funding, yet the cost to Texas
taxpayers to implement national standards and assessments could be up to an estimated
$3 billion.
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In the interest of preserving our state sovereignty over matters concerning education
and shielding local schools from unwarranted federal intrusion into local district
decision-making, Texas will not be submitting an application for RTTT funds.
Requiring adoption of the Common Core in the competition for RTTT funds appears to have
influenced the majority of states to commit to making the change. Forty states, plus the District
of Columbia and the Virgin Islands, had adopted the Common Core by December, 2010
(CCSI, 2010).
How do content and rigor of state standards compare with the Common Core?
Governor Perry (Perry, 2010) raised a third argument, saying, “States agreeing to adopt these
national curriculum standards would be hamstrung from adopting their own, more
comprehensive standards.”
This argument has been addressed in two ways. Although the U.S. Department of Education
(USDE, 2009) required states to adopt the Common Core in order to apply for grant funds
associated with its RTTT competition, it gave states “the latitude to add 15 percent to the
content of the standards to reflect state preferences and areas of emphasis.”
Secondly, the suggestion that state standards are likely to be more rigorous than the Common
Core Standards has been thoroughly evaluated in a 373-page report from the Fordham Institute
(Carmichael, Martino, Porter-Magee, & Wilson, 2010, pp. 3-4). The main points are
summarized below:
What is the state of state standards in 2010? And how does the Common Core
compare?
The Common Core math standards earn a grade of A-minus while the Common Core
ELA standards earn a B-plus, both solidly in the honors range. Neither is perfect. Both
are very, very strong.
Indeed the Common Core standards are clearer and more rigorous than the ELA and
math standards presently used by the vast majority of states. Out of 102 comparisons—
fifty-one jurisdictions times two subjects—we found the Common Core clearly superior
seventy-six times.
But the story gets more complicated, because we also discovered that the present ELA
standards of three jurisdictions—California, the District of Columbia, and Indiana—
are clearly better than the Common Core. … Furthermore, the ELA standards of eleven
other states are roughly equivalent in quality to the Common Core, or ―too close to
call.‖ … As for math, the current standards of eleven states plus the District of
Columbia are roughly equivalent in quality to the Common Core, also ―too close to
call.‖
With only a few exceptions, the Fordham Institute report (Carmichael, et al. 2010, pp 3-4)
evaluated the Common Core standards very favorably, when compared with individual state
standards. In only three of 102 comparisons were the state standards judged to be more
rigorous than the Common Core.
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Would rigorous standards improve achievement?

A 2009 study published by the Brookings Institute (Whitehurst, 2009) concluded that there was
no statistical association between ratings of the quality of state standards and state scores on
NAEP. In fact, it is interesting to note that some of the low-performing states have some of the
most rigorous standards. The explanation offered for this discrepant finding is that “highquality common standards may affect student achievement only in a system in which there are
also aligned assessments, aligned curriculum, accountability for educators, accountability for
students, aligned professional development, managerial autonomy for school leaders, and
teachers who are drawn from the best and brightest, and so on.” This finding echoes the
concerns of educators and decision makers who understand that improvement occurs only
when standards are effectively implemented in conjunction with other aspects of the
educational system, such as curriculum and assessment.
A Fordham Institute report (Finn & Petrilli, 2010) discussed at least three possible models for
implementing the Common Core Standards:

(1) Create a powerful national governing board to oversee implementation of the
Common Core and related assessments,
(2) Stay with the status quo, leaving implementation to districts, states and the market
and have the CCSSI update the standards every five or ten years, and
(3) Set up an interim coordinating council, funded by private foundations and state dues
and possibly some federal funds, to promote information sharing and capacity building
among states, conduct research to track implementation of the Standards, and
recommend a long-term governance strategy.

It would be impossible to overstate the importance of implementing the Common Core
standards well. Teachers will need professional development to help them adjust instructional
expectations and develop classroom assessments that will accurately reflect the focus of the
standards. Grading criteria may need to be adjusted to match the rigorous expectations of the
Common Core. New accountability tests and accountability systems must be designed. Merely
adopting the standards will not be sufficient. In order to have a positive impact, the Common
Core standards must be translated into action in classrooms, assessed appropriately and
reflected in published results from accountability systems.
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How will the Common Core be assessed?
The norm-referenced tests that have been in widespread use across the United States do a good
job of ranking students and identifying those who are particularly strong or particularly weak
in academic skills; however, norm-referenced tests are not designed to measure how well
students have mastered specific content and skills that are part of the curriculum. Instead,
updated accountability systems will require new standardized criterion-referenced tests, which
do measure mastery of a curriculum that is based on the Common Core.
The federal government is not planning a national test for this purpose. Instead two groups of
states have combined resources to create options for assessing the common core. These
assessments differ in many ways from the multiple-choice tests that have typically been used
for state accountability in recent years.
Two coalitions, together representing 44 states and the District of Columbia, won a U.S.
Department of Education competition for $330 million dollars federal aid to design
“comprehensive assessment systems” aligned to the Common Core and designed to measure
whether students are on track for college and career success. The awards, announced in
September, 2010, (Robelen, 2010) were divided between the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), which consists of 26 states and received $170
million, and the SMARTER Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC), which consists of 31
states and received $160 million. At least twelve states participated in both coalitions and are
waiting to decide which assessment system will best meet their needs.
The PARCC consortium (PARCC, 2010), led by the state of Florida, proposed a system that
would include:
(1) several assessments offered at key times during year to provide feedback and allow
teachers to make adjustments,
(2) streamlined end-of-year assessments,
(3) administration of assessments via computer to allow faster turn-around of results
and allow developers to include new types of test items (students in the early grades
may respond on paper until they have developed adequate computer skills), and
(4) sophisticated items and performance tasks, including innovative computer-enhanced
items designed to measure a wide range of knowledge and skills.
The Smarter Balanced Assessment consortium (SBAC, 2010), led by the state of Washington,
proposed a system of state-of-the-art adaptive online exams, using “open source” technology
that would include:
(1) the required summative exams (offered twice each school year),
(2) optional formative or benchmark exams,
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(3) a variety of tools, processes and practices that teachers may use in planning and
implementing informal, ongoing assessment to assist teachers in understanding what
students are and are not learning on a daily basis so they can adjust instruction
accordingly, and
(4) a paper-and-pencil option, which will be offered for the first three years.
Both consortia are designing assessment systems that will be aligned to the Common Core
Standards and enable cross-state comparisons of results (Jones, Side-by-side overview of
consortia of states, 2010b). Both assessment systems will attempt to track individual student
progress toward the College and Career Readiness Standards as well as develop “cut scores”
that show if students are college or career ready.

The development contracts call for both PARCC and SBAC systems to be ready for
implementation by the 2014-2015 school year. In addition, two other consortia are developing
alternate assessments for students with significant cognitive disabilities, which are also aligned
to the Common Core (Jones, S.C. Department of Education Presentation at Instructional
Leaders Roundtable, 2010a).

How would scores from Common-Core assessments be used?

The developers of the Common-Core assessments have described ways that teachers could use
the resulting information. Providing student achievement reports in a timely manner would be
only one step in making use of test results. Staff development activities for teachers and
administrators would have to address appropriate and inappropriate uses of score reports and
help teachers find ways to use the resulting information to adjust instruction. Training teachers
and administrators to interpret and use the score report information is important to the quality
of implementation of the Common Core.
The American Psychological Association (American Psychological Association, 2008), the
American Educational Research Association, and the National Council on Measurement in
Education have appointed a joint committee to revise the well established Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing (Joint Committee of the American Educational
Research Association [AERA], American Psychological Association [APA] and National
Council on Measurement in Education [NCME], 1999), which have long been “considered to
be the definitive source for information concerning sound test development and use.” The Code
of Fair Testing Practices in Education (Joint Committee of AERA, APA, and NCME, 2004),
summarized the main principles of the Standards in a shorter document for distribution in the
public domain. Both of these documents address important principles, such as “Avoid using a
single test score as the sole determinant of decisions about test takers. Interpret test scores in
conjunction with other information about individuals.”
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The proposed assessments of the Common Core and the current interest in using test scores for
evaluating teacher performance have created issues that were not addressed in earlier versions
of the Standards. However, the planned revision gives measurement experts an opportunity to
address the appropriateness of proposed uses of scores from the new assessments.
One critical set of issues involves the potential to use test scores in a variety of ways for
accountability. Both of the development consortia are planning systems that allow for crossstate comparisons (Jones, Side-by-side overview of consortia of states, 2010b). Would there be
sanctions or rewards associated with performance on standardized tests? Should any possible
rewards or sanctions include awarding bonuses or withholding salary increases?
A poll conducted by TIME magazine (TIME, 2010) in August 2010, found that, within ±3
percentage points, 64 percent of Americans support the idea that teacher evaluations should be
based in part on their students‟ performance on standardized tests. With merit pay, as with
many other appealing ideas, the “devil is in the details.”
The notion that merit pay for individual teachers would result in improved student achievement
seems obvious until people begin to think about how to implement an effective merit pay
system at the individual teacher level. The list of obstacles seems endless. The most obvious
problem is that teaching assignments vary greatly from grade-to-grade, subject-to-subject and
school-to-school. Another problem is that it simply is not feasible to require enough different
standardized tests to measure all grades and content areas. A third problem is that any scheme
that uses nothing but test scores to determine rewards or sanctions would leave out many
important variables, such as the educational attainment of parents or the difficulty of educating
children from families in poverty. Since many factors outside of school can affect test scores,
other measures, such as observations of teaching performance, must be incorporated into any
teacher‟s evaluation. Furthermore, if classroom observations are included, it is critical that they
be unannounced, so that they sample typical performance, rather than showcase lessons.
Anyone who attempts to devise a plan to use test scores in an equitable way to award merit pay
must carefully consider the psychometric properties of a variety of tests and the statistical
properties of various possible reward systems. Wisdom dictates that anyone who tries to design
such a system must also consider the likely, but unintended, outcomes that would result. For
example, a system that pits teachers against one another to compete for a limited pool of funds
would likely foster competition instead of much-needed collaboration.
In August 2010, ten of the nation‟s premier educational researchers (Baker, Barton, DarlingHammond, Haertel, Ladd, Linn, Ravtich, Rothstein, Shavelson & Shepard, 2010) co-authored
a report that cautioned against relying on student test scores, even in the popular value-added
statistical models, as a major indicator for evaluating teachers. In its news release, the
Economic Policy Institute (2010), noted the extraordinary credentials of this group of authors
and summarized their caution to policy makers.
The distinguished authors of EPI’s report, Problems with the Use of Student Test Scores
to Evaluate Teachers, include four former presidents of the American Educational
Research Association; two former presidents of the National Council on Measurement in
Education; the current and two former chairs of the Board of Testing and Assessment of
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the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences; the president-elect
of the Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management; the former director of the
Educational Testing Service's Policy Information Center and a former associate director
of the National Assessment of Educational Progress; a former assistant U.S. Secretary of
Education; a former and current member of the National Assessment Governing Board;
and the current vice-president, a former president, and three other members of the
National Academy of Education.
The co-authors make clear that the accuracy and reliability of analyses of student test
scores, even in their most sophisticated form, is highly problematic for high-stakes
decisions regarding teachers. Consequently, policymakers and all stakeholders in
education should rethink this new emphasis on the centrality of test scores for holding
teachers accountable.
Some of the implementation problems associated with merit pay programs can be avoided by
creating a system that rewards entire schools or teams of teachers, instead of individuals.
However, Diane Ravitch (2010), a highly respected scholar, has pointed out that there is very
little evidence to suggest that any proposal to use test data either to award bonuses or to fire
teachers could be implemented fairly and effectively, simply because there are too many other
confounding factors that affect the scores.
Some districts have offered bonuses to teachers who accept positions that are judged to be
unusually difficult assignments. In summarizing the issues surrounding merit pay, Marshall
(2010) concluded, “There is a role for monetary incentives in three areas: career-ladder
opportunities for the most highly rated teachers to take on extra responsibilities for extra pay;
incentives for the most effective teachers to work in high-need schools and subject areas; and
denial of step-increases to teachers with mediocre ratings, (while, of course, moving to dismiss
teachers with unsatisfactory ratings).”
What is the role of the federal government with respect to accountability?
Since 1969, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES, 2011) has reported results
from NAEP, which is also known as the Nation‟s Report Card. NAEP has conducted periodic
national assessments in reading, mathematics, science, writing, U.S. history, civics, geography
and other subjects. In 1990, NAEP began conducting and reporting results from voluntary
state-level assessments (NCES, 2010). Since the NCLB reauthorization of the ESEA in 2001,
states that receive Title I funding have been required to participate in state NAEP in reading
and mathematics at grades 4 and 8 every two years.
Pursuant to the NCLB Legislation of 2001, the U.S. Department of Education (2010b) issued
regulations detailing requirements for states to report results of peer-reviewed state assessments
and outlining consequences for schools that receive Title I funds if they fail to make Adequate
Yearly Progress (AYP). Schools that consistently fail to meet their targets face a series of
increasingly onerous sanctions (Ravitch, 2010, pp. 97-98). The possible consequences include
being required to allow students to transfer to successful schools and paying for their
transportation, offering tutoring at public expense, and eventually restructuring the school.
Options for restructuring schools include converting to a charter school, replacing the principal
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and staff, and relinquishing control to private management or the state. There is not much
evidence to support the effectiveness of any of these restructuring options (Ravitch, 104-105).
The blueprint for reauthorization of the ESEA (U.S. Department of Education, 2010a) has
proposed modifying the state-by-state accountability measures by reporting graduation rates
and measures of academic growth in addition to student academic achievement.

What happens next?
Most, but not all, states have adopted the Common Core. Assessment consortia have begun
working to develop new ways to measure achievement of the Common Core standards. State
agencies have begun to develop implementation plans, but many teachers and administrators
have had little or no exposure to the standards. The media has indicated that there is
considerable interest in using test scores as part of evaluation and accountability systems, and
professional measurement experts have agreed to collaborate on revised recommendations for
appropriate test construction and appropriate uses of resulting scores. Still many questions
remain unanswered.
The future of public education in the United States has become uncertain. Vouchers and tax
credit proposals continue to compete for educational funds. Public schools in many places have
reported that funding sources are inadequate. In recent years, an ever-increasing number of
students have opted for online educational opportunities, either through public school options
or through private providers. Gaps between historically underachieving groups and the rest of
the population continue to exist. The Common Core has created an opportunity to achieve
consistency and raise standards. The Common Core has also raised concerns about the latitude
that local educators have to determine curriculum and set standards. Finally, state consortia
have begun developing new assessments, but many questions remain as to how the resulting
scores might be used or misused. Revision of the ESEA (U.S. Department of Education, 2010)
looms on the horizon, and the role of the federal government in supporting and regulating
public education could be redefined in numerous ways.
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Glossary
Adequacy of funding: This is an attempt to define the cost of an education, which would use
research and identified methods to enable a high percentage of students to reach or exceed
mandated performance levels.
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP): This is a statewide accountability system, negotiated
separately by every state with the U.S. Department of Education and mandated by the No Child Left
Behind Act of 2001 which requires each state to ensure that all schools and districts make Adequate
Yearly Progress.
Assessments (Formative vs. Summative):
Summative Assessments are given periodically to determine at a particular point in time what
students know and do not know in order to make a decision or determine a grade. Many associate
summative assessments only with standardized tests such as state assessments, but they are also
used as an important part of district and classroom programs.
Formative Assessments are part of the instructional process. When incorporated into classroom
practice, they provide the information needed to adjust teaching and learning while they are
happening. In this sense, formative assessments inform both teachers and students about student
understanding at a point when timely adjustments can be made. These adjustments help to ensure
students achieve targeted standards-based learning goals within a set time frame.
Common Core Standards (CCS): The Common Core Standards provide a consistent, clear
understanding of what students are expected to learn, so teachers and parents know what they
need to do to help them. The standards are designed to be robust and relevant to the real world,
reflecting the knowledge and skills that our young people need for success in college and careers.
The initiative is sponsored by the National Governors Association (NGA) and the Council of Chief
State School Officers (CCSSO). As such, the initiative is a national one and neither developed nor
funded by the federal government.
Common good: A common good is something that is shared and beneficial for all (or most)
members of a given community. In politics, many state that the common good is the goal of a
democracy.
Compensatory education: Compensatory education is a legal term used to describe future
educational services which courts award to a special needs student under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA) when a school district has failed to provide
a free and appropriate public education that meets their needs.
Cut scores: The cut score on a test (or on multiple tests) is the score that separates test takers into
various categories, such as a passing score and a failing score, or a selected score and a rejected
score. For example, the cut score on most state driving exams is 70%, meaning that anything below
that score is a failing grade, and anything above that score is a passing grade.
de facto: in effect; for all intents and purposes
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) or No Child Left Behind (NCLB): The Act is
an extensive statute that funds primary and secondary education, while explicitly forbidding the
establishment of a national curriculum. It also emphasizes equal access to education and establishes
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high standards and accountability. In addition, the bill aims to shorten the achievement gaps
between students by providing each child with fair and equal opportunities to achieve an exceptional
education. As mandated in the Act, the funds are authorized for professional development,
instructional materials, resources to support educational programs and parental involvement
promotion. The Act was originally authorized through 1970; however, the government has
reauthorized the Act periodically since its enactment. The current reauthorization of ESEA is the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001, named and proposed by President George W. Bush. The ESEA also
allows military recruiters access to 11th and 12th grade students' names, addresses and telephone
listings when requested.
Equity of funding: An attempt to equalize educational opportunities by sharing resources with
equal access across schools.
Equity vs. Equality: Equity connotes fairness, rather than equal funding because there is a growing
awareness that some students are more expensive to educate than others. Some educators talk
about “equity of opportunity” and “opportunity to learn,” ideas that deal with access to what is
deemed necessary to have an equal opportunity, opportunities that are often denied children of
poverty.
English Language Learner (ELL) has replaced the term ESL English as Second Language learner.
These are students who do not have English as their first language.
Federal vs. National Initiatives refers to both mandates and funding. A national program is one
that was developed by a national organization. For example the Common Core Standards were
developed by an initiative of the National Governors Association (NGA) and the Council of Chief
State School Officers (CCSSO), and neither was required, promoted or funded by the federal
government. Federal refers to those programs that are funded and/or mandated by the federal
government. For this study, the Common Core Standards are a national initiative, but the federal
government has required it for the grant program, “Race to the Top.” There have long been
national standards developed by professional organizations like the National Council of Teacher of
Math, English, etc. But to date, there have not been federal standards.
Formula Grant Programs are noncompetitive awards based on a predetermined formula. These
programs are sometimes referred to as state-administered programs.
Funding (Categorical vs. General): Categorical funding refers to the funding under the
Elementary and Secondary Act which is awarded to districts with specified populations of high needs
learners, for example Native Americans, special needs, poverty, etc. General funding is awarded for
all children regardless of economic or social category.
GDP: Gross Domestic Product is the market value of all goods and services produced in a country
over a period of time.
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA) is a United States
federal law that governs how states and public agencies provide early intervention, special
education, and related services to children with disabilities. It addresses the educational needs of
children with disabilities from birth to age 18 or 21 in cases that involve 13 specified categories of
disability. The current law is the reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of
1997 commonly referred to as IDEA.
Norm-referenced Tests vs. Criterion-referenced Tests: Norm-referenced tests are those that
are interpreted by rank ordering children so that on a particular test children are compared to their
peers, typically with percentile scores. Criterion-referenced tests are interpreted by comparing
student scores to certain objectives or criteria.
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Peer-reviewed journal is an academic journal edited by acknowledged experts in the broad field.
When an article is submitted, an editor sends it to people who are specialists researching the topic
addressed in the paper. Based on their feedback, the editor tells the prospective author whether the
article is accepted for publication. Some articles are returned for revisions and may be resubmitted
to the approval process.
Pedagogical: referring to the process of teaching
Race to the Top: Race to the Top, abbreviated R2T, RTTT or RTT, is a $4.35 billion U.S.
Department of Education program designed to spur reforms in state and local district K-12
education. It is funded by the ED Recovery Act as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 and was announced by President Barack Obama and Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan on July 24, 2009.
Racial Achievement Gap: This terminology describes differences in educational performance
between groups of students compared by race or ethnicity.
Standards and Curriculum:
Content standards establish the goals of learning whereas curriculum is the “how” to implement
the standards or goals with specific materials and instruction to correspond to the standards. The
Common Core Standards initiative is a U.S. education initiative that seeks to bring diverse state
curricula into alignment with each other by following the principles of standards-based education
reform. The initiative, sponsored by the National Governors Association (NGA) and the Council of
Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), was announced on June 1, 2009. The initiative's stated
purpose is to provide a consistent, clear understanding of what students are expected to learn, so
teachers and parents know what they need to do to help them.
Performance standards determine how much of the content standards a student must know in
order to reach a particular level, such as “proficient.”
Curriculum is an educational plan that spells out which goals and objectives will be achieved, how
to achieve those goals and what topics should be covered as well as the methods and materials to
be used for learning and evaluation. Neither the original Elementary and Secondary Education Act
nor President Obama’s Blueprint supports federal development of curriculum.
Common Acronyms/Abbreviations
ACT:
AERA:
APA:
AYP:
Blueprint:
BIA:
BIE:
CCR:
CCSI:
CCSSO:
CSSRS:
ELA:
ELL:
ESEA:
FAPE:
HUD:

American College Test
American Educational Research Association
American Psychological Association
Adequate Yearly Progress
A Blueprint for Reform: The Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Indian Education
College and Career Readiness
Common Core Standards Initiative
Council of Chief State School Officers
Center for Study of Small Rural Schools
English Language Arts
English Language Learners
Elementary and Secondary Education Act
Free and Appropriate Education
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
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IDEA:
IDEIA:
IEP:
K-12:
LEA:
LRE:
NAEP:
NCES:
NCLB:
NCME:
NGA:
OME:
PARCC:
RTTT:
SBAC:
SEA:
UNICEF:
U.S.C:
USDE:

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1997
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004
Individualized Education Program
Kindergarten through Grade 12
Local Education Agency
Least Restrictive Environment
National Assessment of Education Progress
National Center for Education Statistics
No Child Left Behind
National Council on Measurement in Education
National Governor's Association
Office of Migratory Education
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
Race to the Top
SMARTER Balanced Assessment Consortium
State Education Agencies
United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
United States Code
United States Department of Education
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